
Virtual Video Quick Start Guide

This is a step by step guide on how to get started with
Virtual Video system.

Start Tour Creation Wizard

Then you will need to click on Virtual Tours/List Tours



The add a tour name and click create

Then click on rooms



Click on the plus icon

Then add in a name for the room

Then upload the image and click create to create your
first room



Once created you can open the image in POI’s and start
adding points of interest in the image.

You can add in:

● Images



● Image gallery
● Video
● Video 360
● Lottie
● Audo
● Link Embed
● Link External
● HTML
● Download
● PDF
● Form
● Google Maps
● Objects
● Products

For example with a link you can add a point of interest
that will add a link inside the image that if clicked will
open that link.



Each POI has different settings.

You can change the icon if you wish. You can add
animation to the icon as well so for example you could
make it bounce.

You can turn it into a tooltip as well.

You can also schedule the link to go live.

Using POI’s you can make the image as interactive as
you wish.

For example in the HTML section you can add a form to
collect emails.

In the product section you can add a product image for
sale.

Markers



Markers can be created to position sections inside the
images or videos

Maps
Maps can be created to add a depth to any floor plans

Editor UI
Here you can add your logo and details about the
presentation you can also add different rooms/images
as well

3D View
Add in your created room to create a 3D version of the
room.

Products
In products you can create and add products that you
can add to your POI’s



Info Box
In info box you can add sections that you can add inside
your images. These are created for quick reference and
something that you would use a lot.

Media Section

Gallery



In the gallery you can drag images and videos directly
into the app for use.

Icons Library
Here you can drag icons to be used in the tours and
presentation.

Media and Misic Libaries
Here you can add media for use in your tours and music
as well.

Advertisements
Here you can create an advertisement and assign it to a
tour/presentation that you control and have created.

Publish

Here you can publish the tour but there are many setting
that you can use with your tour



You can turn on protection for the tour and you can
password protect it or collect the email of any one who
wishes to view it.

Expiring Dates
You can set a start dates and redirect to a different url
before the date and set a end date and redirect when
the end date is reached

Meta
Here you can add meta description to help with SEO
and ranking



Share and Embed

Link with the link you can share the link to the
tour/presention with 14 different services.

You can also create a friendly shortened link

You can also embed the tour/presentation where ever
you like.


